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    The Younger Dryas Comet - Part 2  
      By Edward Spencer  
 
   The Younger Dryas Comet (Part 1) can be found at  
   http://tinyurl.com/huqyvmu 
 
I made a huge error in Part 1 concerning UFOs. UFOs exist as hardware 
manufactured right here on Earth.  This is probably one of the major 
ongoing cover-ups, another is advanced electronic intrusion into our 
brain/mind as described by Robert Duncan in: The Matrix Deciphered, and 
Soul Catchers.  I thought that many UFO sightings were actually images 
placed in our brains and I still don’t know to what extent this is true. 
 

Re-encounter of Earth with large Comet fragments in the Taurid Stream in 
the near future is likely.  Astronomers have expressed concern regarding 
Earth colliding with some of these large fragments, which can deliver 
megaton explosions.  Graham Hancock, working from an archaeological 
perspective, has found that reliefs on pillar 43 at Göbekli Tepe, the Sphinx 
Pyramid complex at Giza, and the timing of the Mayan Calendar point to the 
astrological time we have entered. This might be shrugged off were it not for 
the disordered state of the world, and the fact that the New World Order 
(Breakaway/Parallel Civilization), is prepared to survive such a catastrophe 
while we are not. 

 
Dear Gordon Duff and all readers of Veterans Today:  
 
This is a plea to everyone to consider, debate, and study, the concept that what 
is happening to us is a war of civilizations. The Ancient Ice Age Civilization, which 
was knocked down by the Younger Dryas Comet 12,800-900 years ago, is 
attacking Human Civilization, which began to develop after we were set free by 
the Comet.   

 
Note: The remarkable technological advances described below are 
developed by the minds of men, but by men blinded by a system of hyper-
compartmentalization, secrecy, need to know, lies, disinformation, and 
ignorance. Military technology, warfare, police brutality, currency failure, 
dumb down education, primitive medical care, adhesion contracts, Admiralty 
Law on Land, Masonic courts, hand signals in court, are ultimately attacks 
on human civilization, and it is planned that way.  
 
Here in the former united States of America we don’t have a government, 
we are under the heel of a corporation since 1871: THE UNITED STATES 
OF AMERICA, and this Corporation went bankrupt in 1933. (References at 
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end) 
 
The Secret Space Program 
 
The high probability is that human civilization will be destroyed by re-encounter 
with large comet fragments from the Taurid Stream. The Secret Space Program 
has likely already put this mechanism in place. Using the 400+ trillion USD 
embezzled by the Parallel/Breakaway Civilization, they have built huge UFO 
space ships operating on physics principle unknown to us, and have the capacity 
to go out, catalogue comet fragments, and redirect the orbits.  
 
Huge underground Bases Exist 
 
They have excavated huge underground and under ocean floor bases. These are 
three or more miles beneath the surface of the Earth. They are ready for the 
comet fragments, but we are not. (Richard Sauder: Hidden in Plain Sight) 
 
Electronic Mind Sway/Control 
 
They have also developed a sophisticated electronic system of mind 
influence/control able to sway us into making poor judgments, which we think are 
our own. They, through their human agents, can tamper with our emotions, 
whisper subliminally into our brain with our own voice, and do all this from a 
distant unknown location. (Robert Duncan: The Matrix Deciphered, Project Soul 
Catchers) 
 
We are all subject to this form of attack, but there is also the group of humans 
known as Targeted Individuals. These are primarily women living alone, suffering 
from voices chattering in their heads 24/7, electric shock feelings, muscle jerks, 
sleep disturbance, and ill health. They are also “gang stalked” by people who 
have descended to the subhuman state where they spend their time gawking, 
following, harassing, breaking and entering, and vandalizing the property of these 
women. This is Zersetzung, the imposition of corrosion and decay as practiced 
by the East German Stasi, and probably by the Ice Age Civilization for thousands 
of years. 
 
The critical concept here is that the Ice Age Civilization was/is dominated by 
human like non-humans, who are Big Brain Hominids endowed with 
mathematical and organizationally ability, but devoid of ethical and artistic 
capacities. Homo capensis had an average IQ of about 149, with 10-15% of the 
population at IQ 180 or more (Lynch and Granger: Big Brain). They mapped the 
entire earth using spherical trigonometry, built Adams Calendar in southern Africa, 
including a rough stone array that marked Orion’s Belt as it appeared on the 
horizon 160,000 years ago.  
 
One can see at Adams Calendar the mindboggling absence of artistic ability. 
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Then, they went north and constructed the Pyramids in the formation of Orion’s 
Belt at Giza, where it is likely we provided the muscle. They lived all over the 
earth as we can see from their widely dispersed large elongated skulls.   
 
They know the Homo sapiens mind and how to manipulate it, especially as they 
are skilled at controlling the human psychopath, or rather we should say the Para 
Homo sapiens psychopath.  After all, what is wrong in the Oval Office, 10 
Downing St, The European Union, and other halls of power? (Andrew 
Lobaczweski: Political Ponerology, A Science on the Nature of Evil Adjusted for 
Political purposes) 
http://www.ponerology.com 
 
Extraterrestrials v. Cryptoterrestrials 
 
Why not Extraterrestrials, why isn’t this the doing of aliens from elsewhere?  
Enrico Fermi, Edward Teller, and other physicists in 1950 could not find 
Extraterrestrials.  At lunch Fermi asked: “Where is everybody?”  This discussion 
lead to the Fermi Paradox. 
 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fermi_paradox377 
 

The basic points of the argument, made by physicists Enrico Fermi (1901–
1954) and Michael H. Hart (born 1932), are: There are billions of stars in the 
galaxy that are similar to the Sun,[2][3] many of which are billions of years 
older than Earth.[4][5] 

 
With high probability, some of these stars will have Earth-like planets, [6][7] 
and if the Earth is typical, some might develop intelligent life. 

 
Some of these civilizations might develop interstellar travel, a step the Earth 
is investigating now. 

 
Even at the slow pace of currently envisioned interstellar travel, the Milky 
Way galaxy could be completely traversed in about a million years. [8] 

 
According to this line of thinking, the Earth should have already been visited by 
extraterrestrial aliens. In an informal conversation, Fermi noted no convincing 
evidence of this, leading him to ask, "Where is everybody?"[9][10] There have 
been many attempts to explain the Fermi paradox, [11][12] primarily suggesting 
either that intelligent extraterrestrial life is extremely rare, or proposing reasons 
that such civilizations have not contacted or visited Earth. 
 
List of alleged extraterrestrial beings 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_alleged_extraterrestrial_beings 
 
We went from zero ETs in 1950 to more than nine ETs at this time, and they 
seem remarkably unsophisticated. 
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If the Breakaway/Parallel Civilization is one hundred plus years ahead of us, how 
did that come about? 
 
The “Einstein Terror” spikes physics 
 
We have been trained to think of Einstein as a great, almost mystical genius, but 
this is far from the truth. He plagiarized the work of Lorenz and Poincare and 
anyone who criticized him was subjected to an intense public relations attack by 
the forces of the Zionists Jews. This was the Einstein Terror. 
(Christopher Bjerknes and others: http://tinyurl.com/zazyz6s)  
 
 The effect of all this was to set physics back one hundred plus years for us, so 
we’re sitting here exposed to whatever the Parallel Civilization does to us, and it 
looks like they are going to rain comet fragments down on us.  
 
Was this all planned far in advance?  I think so as the Ice Age Civilization has 
known about the Comet since it first appeared in the inner Solar System 20-30 
thousands years ago and began to break up. They excavated huge underground 
bunkers by manual labor long before modern tunneling machines were available. 
They didn’t have what it takes to stop it 12,800-900 years ago, even though they 
had been around for hundreds of thousand years, but when Maxwell, Lorenz, and 
Poincare came along they were ready with vast embezzlement schemes, and 
their incredible system of hyper compartmentalized, unquestioning, psychopath 
leader controlled human minds. 
 
Do you share my feelings of betrayal?  Einstein’s physics is a Hoax just as the 
Holocaust is a Hoax (The Hoax of the Twentieth Century by Arthur Butz).  Take a 
look at New Energy Technology below: 
 

New Energy Technology: Fundamentals: Maxwell's lost unified field theory 
of electromagnetics and gravitation -   
http://tinyurl.com/h6u3yy9 
 

  Fundamentals 
  The scientific basis for tapping energy in the vacuum 
  Strategic patenting for the inventor 

Maxwell's lost unified field theory of electromagnetics and gravitation 
  Orgone energy as a motor force 
  The Hutchison effect - a lift and disruption system 
  Developments in inertial thrust 
  "EZKL" - Energy zoned kinetic leverage: next generation    
   propulsion system 
  The structuring of fluidic materials by crystals 

Maxwell's lost unified field theory of electromagnetics and gravitation 
 
T. E. Bearden 
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Orion is a reoccurring theme that ties in the Ice Age Civilization. 
 
First: We have Orion’s Belt marked by the array in Adams Calendar indicating a 
time frame more than 160,000 years old. 
 
Second: There is a a small pyramid near Adams Calendar and on the same line 
of longitude North at Giza is the Great Pyramid, with the Pyramids arrayed in the 
formation of Onion’s Belt. 

Third: Stonehenge is associated with Orion.  

Stonehenge: Womb of Earth, Doorway to Orion 
https://grahamhancock.com/burleyp2/ 

Fourth: We have the paragraph from Keel’s book below telling us Orion is a 
source of evil: 
 
 In modern UFO Contact lore, beginning in the early  

1950’s, the constellation Orion is frequently cited as the home of ”evil 
spacemen” who are planning to take over the earth. A famous British 
contact, Arthur Bryant, claimed that on April 24, 1965, A UFO occupant 
informed him that “forces from Epsilon are already here in the form 
poltergeists.” Epsilon Origins is the central star in the Belt of Orion.  The 
Bible and many other ancient works seem to imply that Orion harbor a 
malevolent force while the Pleiades is the home of the “good guys.” 

 
One of the book reviews on Amazon provided this enlightening bit of information.  
 
Operation Trojan Horse by John Keel: The Classic Breakthrough Study of UFOs  
 
 Tyr Shadowblade (TM) 

You see, shortly after the 1970 version of this book was published, Mr. Keel 
was not only "contacted" by the subjects of his research -- they refused to 
leave him alone! As a result he was driven insane. This is most clearly 
evident in his later work, "The Eighth Tower." A few of Keel's other works 
("This Haunted Planet" and "The Mothman Prophesies") are noteworthy, but 
not in the same class as OTH. 

 
The paragraph above reveals that John Keel became a targeted individual, a 
recipient of over the horizon capture of whole brain EEG, EEG heterodyning, and 
implantation of thoughts, sounds, visions, sounds, emotions, in his head. This 
was his punishment for being on the right track.  “Alien abductions” can be 
performed with this technology 
 
I was remiss in my study of UFOs, having been thrown off the scent by blurbs 
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designed to do just that.  I have a lot to catch up on. Mothman had to be an 
experiment carried out in West Virginia, an experiment that brought down a 
bridge killing lots of people. 
 
    WHAT ARE WE TO DO? 
 
If this thesis is correct: The Ice Age Civilization, which is all around us lurking in 
the minds of bamboozled men in secret societies, religions, central banks, 
military, police, armament industry, and is physically underground, has devised a 
plan to take out human civilization and reduce the human population to Georgia 
Guidestone levels (500,000,000 totally without independent thought or action), 
and this will be done by directing the orbits of hundreds of comet chunks to hit 
specific targets. We are on a timetable and must act now. 
 
Our weapons are our ethical loving nature, which has been ruthlessly suppressed 
by pseudo government, and our intelligence, creativity, and ability to 
communicate, which have been suppressed by deceptions, lies, Fluoride, 
vaccinations, EMR saturation, poor nutrition, poverty, dumb down education, 
complicit media, and pseudo government.  This is a battle of mind control v. 
independent creative thinking, of ethics v. psychopathic behavior, of truth 
v. deception. 
 
Barefoots World- http://www.barefootsworld.net/ and anticorruptionsociety.com 
are good reference sites regarding the issue of corporate pseudo government 
replacing legitimate representative government. 
 
Men and women need to work together to reach sufficient numbers that will 
attract attention.  We need to take over the Secret Space Program.  After all they 
embezzled the money from us so we own all that hardware, plans, and computer 
programs. The same for the underground and under ocean floor bases.  They are 
ours. 
 
Children should be brought into the discussion as soon as appropriate as, of 
course, they too are under attack.  The whole tyrannical evil system is held 
together by deception, so truth, which is disclosure, will dismantle it.  
 
The Battle Plan of the Ice Age Tyrants is The Protocols of the Learned Elders of 
Zion.  This consummately evil document should be studied.   
 
The men involved in Chemtrail spraying are upset at what they are doing, and 
this goes for the men in Jade Helm and other tyranny/genocide programs. They 
need to know whom or what they are working for. Chemtrails, HAARP, and our 
saturation by EMR must be shut down. 
 

 
Jews are in the best position to help everyone understand the process of 
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bamboozlement that has programed all of us, as it has hit them especially hard. 
The process will be painful but necessary. 
 
Thank you for reading this article. 
 
Ed Spencer MD 
Data911@comcast.net 
 
Reference: 
 
The Younger Dryas Comet (Part 1) 
https://www.scribd.com/embeds/299285321/content?start_page=1&view_mode=
scroll&show_recommendations=true )  http://tinyurl.com/huqyvmu 
 
GRAHAM HANCOCK ANCIENT & FUTURE CATACLYSM - THE GREAT 
RETURN OF THE COMET! DARK JOURNALIST - YouTube 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TWmaiexDRGs 
 
Catherine Austin Fitts at the Secret Space Program Conference, 2014 San 
Mateo – Breakaway Civilization/ The Black Budget-YouTube 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w0mimIp8mr8 
 
Catherine writes: I estimate $40 trillion from 1995-2012 - explained in these 
http://solari.com/archive/missing_money/ 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lrUKlWNLP28 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w0mimIp8mr8 
https://solari.com/blog/bailout-mo-money/ 
Best regards, Catherine 
 
Tatyana Koryagina of the Russian Duma comes up with 400 trillion--
 http://www.schillerinstitute.org/duma/duma_koryagina.html 

Michael Schratt at the Secret Space Program Conference, 2014 San Mateo 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pFWza6LTMrYåß 

 Mark McCandlish at the Secret Space Program Conference, 2014 San Mateo                       
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FDjE9ME452c 
 
Operation Trojan Horse by John Keel: The Classic Breakthrough Study of 
UFOs  
 
Richard Dolan: The Cover-Up Exposed, 1973-1991 
 
Bruce Maccabee: The FBI-CIA-UFO Connection 
 
UFO Gallery 
http://www.stealthskater.com/UFO_Gallery.htm 
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1956, Navy Flight Encounters Gigantic UFO, UFO Casebook Files 
http://www.ufocasebook.com/navy1956.html 
 
Richard Sauder: Hidden in Plain Sight  
Underground Bases and Parallel Societies – interview by Ed Spencer  - 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DBbZbHWGsxw 

 
Elana Freeland: Chemtrails, HAARP, and the Full Spectrum Dominance of 
Planet Earth  

Rosanne Schneider: Surveillance, Torture and Control in the Modern World ...: A 
Collection of Links to Inform the General Public and Targeted Individuals about the 
Crimes of Organized Stalking and Electronic Harassment ... Kindle Edition  

Mac Tonnies: The Cryptoterrestrials: A Meditation on Indigenous Humanoids and 
the Aliens Among us. 

The Bankruptcy of The United States United States Congressional 
Record, March 17, 1993 Vol. 33, page H-1303 
 
IRS Certificate of Incorporation 
 
Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion (Including Introduction) 
http://www.biblebelievers.org.au/przion1.htm 
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VOL. XXIII, PART II 
THE EVIDENCE AFFORDED BY THE BOSKOP S1KULL OF A NEW 
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